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Ross studied Architecture at Nottingham University, and has
worked in the creative industry for over twenty years. Situated
primarily in London, Ross has worked with clients across the
UK, Ireland, Russia and the Middle East.
Alongside his commercial design practice at Bell & Whistle,
Ross also produces personal work in the fields of fine art and
photography. Prints and original works are available for sale
through various channels, including: Saatchi on-line and the
Print Shop.
Ross currently resides in Belfast with wife Emma and their
three children. The family attends Belfast City Vineyard, where
Ross serves as part of the leadership team. His teaching
material ‘Both-And’ was published as a book by Christian
Focus in January 2021. The material presents a series of
apparent theological contradictions, illustrated in a clear and
iconic visual style: bothand.co.uk.

Education

Faith

Sport

Nottingham University
Oct 1994 - Jun 2000
Diploma in Architecture:
Distinction awarded for final
thesis project
BA hons in Architecture: 2:1

Part of the leadership team at
Belfast City Vineyard

Rugby
Ballymena 1st XV 1997-9
Midlands Universities XV 1996-7
Nottingham Uni. 1st XV 1995-7

Bangor Grammar School
Sep 1987 - Jun 1994
A-Levels: 2 A’s; 1 B (Maths,
Physics, Art)
GCSEs: 9 A’s; 1 B

Employment
Bell & Whistle
May 2015 - Present
Founder & Creative Director
www.bellandwhistle.co.uk

Set up the teaching resource
‘Both-And’, Jan 2021
www.bothand.co.uk
Former member of St
Stephen’s, Shottermill Parochial
Church Council
Lay-Preaching (from 2011)
Spoken on the relationship
between ‘faith & the
environment’, ‘faith & creativity’
and ‘faith & leadership’.

Touch Rugby
England Mens 1st VI
Winners of the European Cup,
Jul 2004
Cricket
Ulster U15 & U16 XI
Touring side playing English
minor counties and 3 day test
vs Wales, 1990-1991
Sailing
Crew member of Esprit
Winner of the Cutty Sark Trophy,
Tall Ships Race, Goteborg,
Jul 1997

Assembly Studios
Nov 2009 - May 2015
Co-Founder & Creative Director
www.assemblystudios.com

Canoeing
Completed the 127 mile Devizes
to Westminster Canoeing
Marathon, Mar 2010

Smoothe
Nov 2000- Nov 2009
Designer & Creative Director

Stair Running
Competed several times in the
annual ‘Vertical Rush’ Stair
Race, organised by the charity
Shelter at Tower 42, London.

Gifford & Cairns Architects
Sep 1999 - Nov 2000
Architectural Assistant
Webtech Internet Solutions
Aug 2000 - Nov 2000
Freelance Designer
Ross Cunningham
+44 (0)7919 202759
info@rosscunningham.com

Book ‘Both-And’ published by
Christian Focus, Jan 2021

Kennedy Fitzgerald Architects
Sep 1997 - Jul 1998
Trainee Architect - RIBA Part II

Commercial
Design

Fine Art /
Painting

bellandwhistle.co.uk

saatchiart.com

Ross studied architecture at Nottingham University (1994-2000).
His diploma project, exploring the experience of virtual space, won
the World Millenium Cyber Design Competition, hosted at the World
Congress of Environmental Design in Seoul. This inspired a departure
from traditional architectural practice, and in November 2000, Ross
joined digital design agency Smoothe. Across a period of 9 years,
Ross was responsible for developing a full creative offering around
the existing CG production studio. This shift culminated in the
company winning multimedia campaigns to promote large-scale
international property developments for clients such as British Land,
Development Securities, Westfield, Foster+Partners, CBRE, and
Savills.

In November 2009, Ross co-founded Assembly Studios, helping to
position the business as an independent creative agency, working
across multiple sectors and international regions (including Europe,
CIS, and the Middle East). As creative director, he was responsible
for interpreting client briefs and developing multimedia campaigns
with effective design strategy and communication.

There is a natural emphasis on bold graphic elements and
architectural form in Ross’ painting work. Pre-production is often
carried out digitally, using skills developed in commercial design
practice. In tension with this is a desire to remove any digital
constraints in the final production, creating a more naive and
instinctive expression with scratches, imperfections, accidents and
corrections that are not native to the computer screen.

At Bell & Whistle, Ross continues to develop the strategy and visual
language for corporate identities and multimedia campaigns; and
is directly responsible for ensuring the final design output is coherent
and engaging across all channels.

Ross’s paintings feature in several art galleries in Belfast, and at
Saatchi on-line. Prints of various paintings can be ordered online at
Beyond-Lore (US), Fierce Nice (Ireland) and the Print Shop (UK).

Growing up on the coast in Northern Ireland, subject matter is often
drawn directly from the sea. Common to much of the work is a sense
of escapism, be it through nostalgic references or an exploration of
faith-related narratives.
Specific artist influences cited are Richard Diebenkorn, Raimonds
Staprans and Milton Avery. Of particular interest is the balance
between figurative and abstract modes of representation.
Diebenkorn’s Ocean Park series is a high point of reference, where an
expressive painterly style is complemented with an overall sense of
architectural order and graphic simplicity.

Recent work selected for:
ING Discerning Eye competition, 2020
Saatchi on-line gallery painting of the week collection, 2020
Saatchi on-line gallery new artist of the month collection, 2019

Photo—
graphy

Writing /
Theology

le-flaneur.me

bothand.co.uk

From around 2000 Ross has photographed extensively in a wide
range of countries, both commercially and personally. There is a
recurring interest in subject matter where everyday objects take on
an iconic nature through the heightening of colour and perspective.

‘Both-And’ is a biblical framework for understanding apparent
contradictions in Christianity. At first glance, the Christian faith
appears to be full of contradictions. The Bible reveals that Jesus
is both fully God and fully man; that God is a being of mercy but
also of wrath; that we are both saints and sinners in God’s eyes. In
Both-And, Ross Cunningham takes twenty-three pairs of seemingly
contradictory truths, and through visually engaging graphics
and clear language, explains the benefits of understanding their
harmonious co-existence.

An early influence was found in viewing first-hand the colour work of
William Eggleston - many of Eggleston’s prints were made using the
‘dye transfer process’, a process adapted heavily by Technicolor for
the film industry but no longer available for commercial use. Deep
saturated colours were achieved by burning a series of separate
colour plates back onto the original negatives. Through advanced
digital processes, Ross has developed a post-production workflow
to replicate the physical technique of dye transfer, achieving larger
colour gamut and tonal scale in the final printed image.
Prints of various photographs can be ordered online at the Print
Shop. All prints are high-quality Giclée prints, produced and delivered
by the Print Space, London.
Recent work selected for:
Westmoreland Landscape Prize, 2019
Photographer of the Year Award 2008
(Winner of the March edition of Practical Photography)
Photographer of the Year Award 2007
(Short-listed in the October edition of Practical Photography)

Commendations:
‘In the Christian life, can we be both weak and strong, free yet
servants, in the world but not of it? Ross Cunningham’s engaging
exposition of Christian faith and life addresses such questions and
many more, in a way that is both intellectually satisfying and pastorally
helpful. I commend the book warmly.’
Gordon McConville
Emeritus Professor of Old Testament Theology, University of
Gloucestershire, Cheltenham
‘The dearth of theology among so many is addressed in
this short, snappy book that examines baskets of these tension points
in our faith and it examines them fairly, clearly and sensitively.’
Scot McKnight
Professor of New Testament, Northern Seminary, Lisle, Illinois

